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Figure 1: Timeline-based details view of VisCoMET with (A) a panel offering options to detect frequent patterns in the data and specifying
particular patterns for search, (B) timeline visualizations showing the parallel events of selected training sessions with their corresponding
videos, (C) a legend explaining icons and color scales, and a (D) zoomed-in cutout of a defined pattern.

Abstract
Handling emergencies requires efficient and effective collaboration of medical professionals. To analyze their performance, in
an application study, we have developed VisCoMET, a visual analytics approach displaying interactions of healthcare personnel
in a triage training of a mass casualty incident. The application scenario stems from social interaction research, where the
collaboration of teams is studied from different perspectives. We integrate recorded annotations from multiple sources, such as
recorded videos of the sessions, transcribed communication, and eye-tracking information. For each session, an information-
rich timeline visualizes events across these different channels, specifically highlighting interactions between the team members.
We provide algorithmic support to identify frequent event patterns and to search for user-defined event sequences. Comparing
different teams, an overview visualization aggregates each training session in a visual glyph as a node, connected to similar
sessions through edges. An application example shows the usage of the approach in the comparative analysis of triage training
sessions, where multiple teams encountered the same scene, and highlights discovered insights. The approach was evaluated
through feedback from visualization and social interaction experts. The results show that the approach supports reflecting on
teams’ performance by exploratory analysis of collaboration behavior while particularly enabling the comparison of triage
training sessions.
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1. Introduction

At a mass casualty incident, rescuers have to quickly gain an
overview and categorize the casualties regarding their medical con-
dition. The result determines the priority of treatment and transport
to the hospital. This process is known as triage [IM07]. Its cor-
rect and quick execution is vital, as delayed treatment might have
massive consequences for the patient’s life and requires an efficient
collaboration of the health professionals [PBD20]. The triage pro-
cess is practiced in field training, where the participating health
professionals perform the triage on supernumeraries acting as pa-
tients. Multiple teams perform the same training scenario, which
makes the sessions comparable and allows for an in-depth analysis
of their performance and interactions.

We study this scenario from the perspective of social interaction
research as an example of synchronous professional team collabo-
ration in a semi-structured work process. A central question is how
the team members collaborate and interact, which might influence
the triage’s outcome. To understand these effects, social interac-
tion researchers use recorded training videos [PBD20]. However,
a multitude of aspects need to be covered to describe collabora-
tive behavior, like analyzing what the team members said, where
they looked, and whom they interacted with. Social interaction re-
searchers lack an overview to ease comparing and identifying inter-
action patterns of different teams. Although there exist tools sup-
porting annotating videos [WBR∗06], we are not aware of any ap-
proaches that visually analyze annotated social interactions across
comparable sessions.

To support social interaction researchers in exploring the data
and generating research insights, we propose VisCoMET, a visual
analytics approach to investigate team collaboration and compare
team performance in medical triage trainings. The approach visu-
alizes the data on two levels in distinct views. First, as shown in
Fig. 1B, a timeline visualization displays the events of a session
per person and allows a detailed comparison with other selected
sessions. The timeline provides means to identify frequent patterns
in the event sequence data and to search for specific sequences
(Fig. 1A). Second, an aggregated overview shows the individual
training sessions using glyphs as nodes with rich details on team in-
teractions, while displaying similarities between different sessions
as links (Fig. 4B).

VisCoMET has been developed through an application study in
close collaboration between visualization and social interaction re-
searchers in an iterative process (three visualization researchers and
two social interaction researchers, all being co-authors of this pa-
per). In a jointly performed application example, we demonstrate
that our approach not only allows analyzing the parallel events (si-
multaneous events in the context of a team) within one training
session efficiently, but also supports the comparison of event pat-
terns and overall team performance across different sessions. The
approach was further evaluated by external visualization and so-
cial interaction experts, which helped refine the visual interface and
confirmed the discoverability of relevant insights.

The supplemental materials contain details of the expert feed-
back and a video demonstrating the interactive use of the system.
We plan to publicly showcase VisCoMET after acceptance.

2. Related Work

Our work relates to visualization of multi-stream empirical data,
observing persons and their interactions with each other, with their
work environment, or with a computer system. It is also an event
sequence visualization, similar to timeline-based representations
revealing interactions between parallel events, or aggregating and
comparing collections of events.

Visualization of Work Behavior and Collaboration. VisCoMET
visualizes collaborative work behavior, annotated and transcribed
from videos. While video visualization generally summarizes
video content for diverse applications [BCD∗12], some approaches
specifically visualize video annotations on timelines similar to our
approach [BCNS15,BNFD16,FWHH11,JKKW17,Kip12]. Gener-
ally, it is common to use different rows for different persons, ob-
jects, actions, or other data streams, and colored markers in these
row to indicate activity regarding the respective entity. Partly, these
approaches are specialized for specific use cases. For instance,
John et al. [JKKW17] visualize movies annotated with informa-
tion on active characters, their activities, and used objects in a
timeline, as well as support the comparison of different movies
in juxtaposed timelines. Further works introduced approaches to
annotate videos [BCNS15, BNFD16, JKKW17, Kip12], including
manual, semi-automatic, or automatic methods. Moreover, there
are qualitative research tools supporting video annotations like At-
las.ti [ATL23], NVivo [Alf22], and ELAN [WBR∗06]. Here, we
assume that the videos have already been annotated.

Observing users interacting with a computer system is also
related, and we refer to surveys of visually analyzing interac-
tion data [ED16, XOW∗20] and eye movements [BKR∗17] for an
overview. Those approaches are most similar to ours that show
multiple aspects of data on a timeline. For instance, Blascheck
et al. [BJK∗16] integrate eye-tracking data with interaction logs
and think-aloud transcripts on session-specific timelines. Like in
our approach, an event pattern search allows identifying situations
of interest. Dou et al. [DJS∗09] use WireVis [CGK∗07] to ex-
plore interactions of users of a visual analytics system. Minelli et
al. [MMLB14] visualize interactions of software developers across
different views of their development environment. Instead of focus-
ing on single sessions, reVISit [NWC∗21] aggregates study partici-
pants across sessions. However, these approaches study interactions
between a human and a computer, not of a team of professionals.

Some approaches consider synchronous collaboration scenarios.
Targeting also a medical case, Echeverria et al. [EMMBS19] ana-
lyze teamwork in nursing training and generate a timeline represen-
tation of different sessions. They use networks to visualize commu-
nication among the nurses and patients. Agarwal et al. [AASB20]
showcase a remote collaboration scenario where two users solve a
puzzle game within a mixed-reality environment, visualized as on a
timeline showing users, game objects, and their interactions. Sim-
ilarly, MRAT [NSW∗20] helps analyze multi-user mixed-reality
sessions, visualizing events on a timeline and within the mixed-
reality scene; the approach is applied to a simplified triage scenario.
Weibel et al. [WFE∗12] use ChronoViz [FWHH11] to study video,
eye tracking data, communication, and other data recorded for two
pilots in a plane. Studying team meetings, Yu et al. [YYA∗10]
present a workflow for automatically recognizing and visualizing
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social interactions on a timeline. These approaches, however, rarely
go beyond the analysis of single sessions and do not facilitate com-
paring sessions through more than juxtaposed representations.

Event Sequence Visualizations. Regarding the design space of
event visualizations by Guo et al. [GGJ∗22], our visualization, as
data scale dimension, considers a sequence collection (i.e., parallel
sequences and multiple sessions); as automated sequence analy-
sis dimension, it applies a simple form of pattern discovery (i.e.,
pattern search); as visual representation dimension, it is timeline-
based; and as interaction technique dimension, it leverages fil-
ter/query and alignment. Regarding analysis tasks, our approach
mostly focuses on visual comparison, supporting the comparison
of individual event sequences (i.e., within one session) and the com-
parison of sequence collections (i.e., across multiple sessions). The
survey [GGJ∗22] also names health informatics as a main applica-
tion area, but discusses mostly electronic health records. Regarding
the design space of timelines [BLB∗16], our main visualization is
a linear representation with chronological scale in a faceted layout
(i.e., showing different facets as rows)—a common combination.

Among timeline-based event visualizations, showing parallel
streams of events and interactions among them is most related.
For instance, LifeLines [PMR∗96] visualizes biographies of per-
sons, separating events into several rows. Similarly, Clinical-
Path [LLP∗22] uses several rows to displays an overview of pa-
tient’s test results. Bombalytics [AWB20] shows matches in a bomb
laying game; players and game objects form the rows of a timeline,
connected if a player interacts with an object. Moreover, parallel
execution traces in supercomputing can be shown on a multi-row
timeline, with a row for every process and links between them for
messages [IBJ∗14]. Timeline Trees [BBD08] show parallel events
on a timeline across a hierarchy of objects, while small thumbnails
hint at interactions. Highlighting interactions, some dynamic graph
visualizations plot links between nodes represented as rows of a
timeline [vdEHBvW13]. Although these works also mark events
and interactions on a timeline, they focus on events within one col-
lection (i.e., session), not comparing multiple ones.

For a high-level comparison of event sequences collections us-
ing a graph-based overview, we find fewer related examples in
the literature. Nguyen et al. [NTA∗18] summarize different ses-
sions as small bar charts indicating an anomaly score and other
numeric attributes, then allowing to inspect session details in a
timeline representation. Blascheck et al. [BSBE17] generate ra-
dial transition graphs that aggregate the gaze movements of a user
between multiple areas of interest. Contrasting different sessions,
these radial representations are used for difference graphs compar-
ing two sessions and a matrix-based comparison showing high-
level similarities among sessions. Although approaches exist to
summarize or compare event sequences through common patterns
(e.g., [CXR18, GXZ∗17]), they are not suitable in our scenario as
we deal with interlinked parallel streams of events.

3. Analysis Context

As background, we introduce the triage training and recorded data,
summarize the status quo of the analysis process in social interac-
tion research, and report gathered requirements for our approach.

A B

DC

Figure 2: Anonymized frame of a training video with four cameras:
(A) first-person camera with eye-tracking data of the leading doctor
and (B) the notetaking person, (C, D) scene overviews.

Triage Training Videos. At a mass casualty incident, first, a
triage is performed to dispatch ambulance and pre-hospital care re-
sources. The triage is an assessment process, determining the treat-
ment and transport priority of injured persons [EK14]. It is exe-
cuted by a team of an emergency physician and a paramedic. The
physician assesses each patient’s medical condition and leads the
team (leading doctor (LD)) while the paramedic documents the re-
sults (notetaking person (NP)).

We study ten training sessions that apply the ABCDE triage pro-
cess (Airway, Breathing, Circulation, Disability, and Exposure). It
is part of the mSTaRT algorithm, which extends the commonly used
START algorithm [BKS96] to prioritize injured persons [KHK∗06].
The triage categories are assigned colors to express treatment’s ur-
gency: red (immediate assistance necessary), yellow (can be post-
poned), green (follow-up treatment), blue (unlikely survival), and
black (dead patients). The training was performed at one location,
with a scenario simulating thirteen patients in several vehicles be-
ing involved in an accident. The ground truth triage categories of
patients are known to the organizers of the training and the teams
were tasked to correctly triage all of them in a given timespan. The
teams were free to choose the order of examining patients. The
training sessions were recorded with four cameras: two for the first-
person perspectives of team members and two for an overview of
the entire scene (see Fig. 2). In addition, the first-person videos of
one or both team members include eye-gaze data.

Status Quo: Data Annotation and Analysis. The goal of social
interaction researchers is to discover problems and strategies in in-
terpersonal interaction and communication. The status quo anal-
ysis process—as performed by the contributing social interaction
researchers—is the following: First, they (often together) identify
aspects of interest in the communication, interaction, and collabo-
ration by watching video excerpts of the recorded videos. Next, the
researchers iteratively transcribe, analyze, and annotate the record-
ings. An annotation scheme is established and annotations are sys-
tematically applied. During analysis, they switch between the anno-
tations and the video while documenting their findings. This man-
ual analysis becomes cumbersome for multiple videos, leading to
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a need for more support comparing the annotations across sessions
and analyzing similarities between the teams.

The social interaction researchers annotate their videos with the
annotation tool ELAN [HVUH∗21, WBR∗06]. Their annotations
consist of a type, a time interval, the annotation text, and other
descriptions. These are grouped in different channels with similar
characteristics, called tiers. The triage scenario has thirteen tiers
defined: Each gaze, speech, and two activity tiers per person (LD
and NP), as well as car, patient-ID, decision, triage true category,
and process. The gaze tiers contain annotations of where a person
looked, the activity tiers annotations of the member’s actions, and
the speech tiers annotations that characterize the spoken phrases.
Other tiers refer to the triage scenario: car lists annotations of ve-
hicles, while patient-ID contains annotations of the patients refer-
enced by an identifier; decision marks triage decisions, triage true
category the ground truth for the patient classifications, and process
the performed triage step.

Requirements. At the project’s outset, the contributing visualiza-
tion researchers interviewed the collaborating social interaction re-
searchers to gather requirements, and prioritized the results (details
of the process are in the supplementary material). The requirements
cover visualizing individual sessions, comparing the information
within and across sessions, and providing specific support for the
analysis workflow.

R1: Session Details
The approach should visualize all details of a session: a) the
video, b) the annotations and their properties, and c) the triage
decisions in contrast to the ground truth.

R2: Comparison
The approach should enable comparison a) of parallel events
(across tiers) in one session and b) similar temporal event
patterns between multiple sessions, c) enable finding similar-
ities and differences among the sessions, and d) convey an
overview of teams’ activities.

R3: Workflow
The approach should a) enable the look-up of annotations in
the corresponding video, b) enable documenting findings, and
c) support the definition and highlighting of interaction pat-
terns between team members.

4. Visualization Approach

Our visual analytics approach, VisCoMET, is specifically tailored
to social interaction researchers analyzing the medical training sce-
nario described above. Its development included four extensive
feedback meetings with the social interaction researchers, where
they gave feedback on the current interface and further improve-
ments. We designed VisCoMET with two levels of abstraction, one
for inspecting details of selected sessions and another for getting
an overview of all sessions. On the detail level, one or multiple ses-
sions can be viewed on a timeline. The overview level displays a

node-link graph diagram to compare all training sessions while vi-
sually summarizing session details. Hence, requirements regarding
the visualization of session details (R1) are mostly met through the
detail view, while the overview visualization particularly facilitates
comparison (R2). However, the two views also interlace features
for the respective other requirements. The detail view reflects most
requirements regarding the workflow (R3). We implemented it as a
web application using Vue.js [You] and D3.js [Bos].

4.1. Timeline-based Detail View

The detail view shown in Fig. 1 integrates one or several session
timeline visualizations (Fig. 1B) with a panel for pattern search
(Fig. 1A) and a legend (Fig. 1C). Each timeline visualization of
a session displays the annotations chronologically as events (R1b,
R1c) together with the corresponding video on the left (R1a). In
case several sessions are selected for comparison (R2b), these vi-
sualizations are juxtaposed vertically.

Layout. On the vertical axis, per session, it shows twelve tiers as
grouped rows: One group for each team member and, to commu-
nicate common actions prominently, one general group at the top
concerning both members (Fig. 3A). A meaningful order for the
rows in each group was determined jointly during development,
for instance, listing car, patient-ID, and decision at the very top to
provide an overview of the training process. Within a row, session
time is shown on horizontal axis, annotations are displayed as rect-
angles; their position and width encode their start time and duration
(Fig. 3B, R1b). A gray-to-black color scale is used to encode the
annotation categories depending on their importance as specified
by the social interaction researchers (the darker, the more impor-
tant). For example, NP’s main role is writing and LD’s main activ-
ity is examining, indicated by the darkest colors in their tiers. Each
annotation type is assigned an icon image. The icons are displayed
inside the rectangle, as well as a label revealing its type if it is wide
enough. Encoding two tiers in one row, we visualize a patient’s
ground truth classification (true triage category) in the patient-ID’s
annotations with respective triage colors (R1c). Directly
below, the team’s triage decision is indicated by colored rectangles
in the decision row, which supports comparing a triage decision to
the ground truth (R2a).

Interactions. If multiple sessions are loaded, they are normalized
to the same timescale. The timeline can be zoomed via mouse
scrolling, and—using the additional space—more icons and labels
become visible (Fig. 3D). To support comparing different time
ranges across sessions (R2b) zooming is independent for each
session. Hovering over an annotation reveals details in a tooltip
(see Fig. 3C, R1b). A selection highlights all annotations of the
same type throughout all sessions (R2a, R2b). Upon selection, the
corresponding video jumps to the annotation’s start to support the
verification of an event (R3a). In case an annotation from a gen-
eral row gets selected, like a patient case or a vehicle, an align-
ment button appears above (Fig. 3C). Clicking aligns the first
occurrence of the same annotation type in all displayed sessions
(Fig. 3C). A vertical line indicates the alignment. If a session has
multiple annotations of the same type, arrows enable jumping
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Training T-10

Training T-14

Figure 3: Timeline visualization of a session (top) with (A) tier labels, (B) visually encoded annotations on a vertical timescale with (C)
annotation details inside a tooltip and a button for alignment, and (D) a close-up of a section in the timeline. An excerpt of a second timeline
visualization (bottom) is aligned with the event of visiting patient no. 13 above.

to the previous or next occurrence. These features support compar-
ing similar cases among the juxtaposed sessions (R2a, R2b). To
reduce the vertical distance for comparison, users can temporarily
hide sessions using checkboxes (Fig. 1, R2b). They can document
their findings by selecting the note icon at the top (R3b); the
notes are visually represented with a marker in the visualization.

Event Patterns. We define four types of event patterns, which
cover important cases of parallelism across rows in our scenario:
(i) consecutive events, (ii) partly overlapping events, (iii) events
starting at the same time, and (iv) an event happening within the
span of another event (not starting at the same time). Focusing on
them allowed us to flatten the parallel events to a linear sequence
per session by coding the cases (i, ii, iv) through symbols or gen-
erating merged events (iii). Using the flattened sequence, we apply
the SPAM algorithm [AFGY02] for detecting all occurrences of a
pattern (R2a, R2b).

The panel on the left (Fig. 1A) allows specifying a minimum
and maximum pattern length and provides further options regard-
ing the considered tiers for the pattern search and displayed pat-
terns. At the bottom, a pattern list shows the most frequent patterns
detected. For instance, the most frequent examples shown in Fig. 1
are sequences of two consecutive events. We map the frequencies
to a scale from light blue (less frequent) to dark blue (more
frequent). The color-coded frequency distribution is shown above
the list. The frequencies of detected patterns are mapped to the an-
notations in the timeline visualization, encoding the most frequent
sequence in the respective blue color (Fig. 1B, R3c). All patterns an
annotation belongs to are shown in its tooltip. Hovering a pattern in
the list enlarges all related annotations in the timelines (R3c). The
panel includes a tile to define a pattern for search (Fig. 1D, R3c).
It shows the same tiers as the timelines and encodes annotations

alike. Dragging the generic annotation at the top-right and
dropping it onto a row adds a default annotation type. The type can
be changed by clicking on a button . Users can adapt the position
and size of the rectangle to model the four cases of parallelism be-
tween each pair of annotation events. After searching , an answer
is displayed.

4.2. Graph-based Overview

On start, VisCoMET presents a graph-based overview (Fig. 4) vi-
sualizing each session as a node and encoding similarities between
the sessions as edges. Characteristics of each person and team be-
havior per session are depicted in a nested glyph visualization. The
design serves as a visual fingerprint enabling the identification of
different team behavior in sessions at a glance, and detailed com-
parison through interactions. The view also serves as the basis to
select sessions for detailed inspection in the timeline visualization.

Session Nodes. Each node, as depicted in detail in Fig. 5, aggre-
gates the team’s activities of a session (R2d). It consists of the outer
session node and two inner team member sub-nodes . The
outer one visualizes general team attributes, the inner sub-nodes
display equivalent data individually for the leading doctor ( LD,
left) and notetaking person ( NP, right). The outer node and inner
sub-nodes employ rings divided into arcs, which encode a numeric
value each. The values are min-max-normalized per ring across all
sessions. The two outer rings of each session node summarize
viewing of the patients and simultaneous activities. The outer
gaze ring visualizes how often team members looked at the patient
per triage case (sum of gaze events, Fig. 5A). The inner activ-
ity ring Fig. 5B, visualizes the number of co-occurrences of each
pair of two activities: walking & walking, walking & examining,
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C D

Figure 4: Graph-based overview consisting of (A) a panel listing details of selected session nodes, (B) a node-link graph showing aggregated
characteristics of sessions in the nodes and the similarities between sessions as links.

Figure 5: A session node showing at the outer ring overall team
characteristics: (A) gaze events per patient, (B) frequencies of par-
allel activity pairs, (C) the insecurity ratio, (D) the speech ratio.
The inner sub-nodes per team member visualizes (E) speech events,
(F) gaze events per patient, (G) number of parallel, paired activi-
ties, and (H) icon identifiers. On hover, a tooltip displays details.

walking & writing, examining & examining, examining & writing,
and writing & writing. The triage insecurity ratio (Fig. 5C) com-
municates how decisive the team was, contrasting the number of
triage cases (patient cases) and the team’s triage decisions. It is de-
picted in red if the two numbers do not match—a deviation indi-

cates that either the team did not completely fulfill the task or more
triage decisions than cases indicates re-assessment. The speech ra-
tio contrasts the number of speech event between the team members
(Fig. 5D). Since a balance is not expected, the ratio is not color-
coded. Nested in the session nodes, each team member sub-node
contains the three rings visualizing speech (Fig. 5E) in addition
to gaze (Fig. 5F) and activity (Fig. 5G). The outer ring encodes
the number of speech events for the assigned person in a single arc
(ring). The other two are designed consistently with the respective
rings in the outer session node. Only, co-occurrence of the same
activity is impossible for one person and hence not shown here.

The initial idea of using glyphs for visualizing team proper-
ties was inspired by TargetVue [CSL∗15]; the design was in-
fluenced by Guo et al. [GJC∗19], CircleView [KSS04], and
FluxFlow [ZCW∗14] (usage of nested nodes and rings), as well
as by CloudDet [XWY∗19] and CircleView [KSS04] (using arcs).

Similarity Edges and Layout. The graph’s edges encode the sim-
ilarity between the training sessions (R2c). We consider as main
characteristics of a session the gaze distribution per patient, the

activity pairs, the insecurity ratio, and the speech ratio. To cal-
culate the similarity between the nodes, we apply the Euclidean
distance on vectors summarizing the main characteristics of the
sessions. We construct each vector from the activity combinations
sum, the gaze events average, and the relative values of the two ra-
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tios. The distances are normalized and inverted to represent similar-
ity. To compute the graph layout, we use the D3.js implementation
of a force-directed layout and adapt the forces to repel connected
nodes according to their Euclidean distance.

Details on Demand. Hovering displays more details in a tooltip,
for instance, for the arcs within the glyphs (Fig. 5). Selecting an
edge opens details on the similarity between the two sessions. Se-
lected nodes are emphasized through a black border, and tables in
the detail panel display their values (Fig. 4A), where background
colors correspond to the ones used in the glyphs. One table is ded-
icated to each team member and one to their collaboration. The
columns display the selected training sessions to contrast character-
istics between trainings (R2b). Sessions are added to the table by
selection and removed on deselection. Users can compare the se-
lected sessions in-depth in the timeline-based details view (Fig. 1)
when clicking the respective button on the top-right (Fig. 4).

5. Application Example

To demonstrate how VisCoMET could support social interaction
researchers, we conducted among the interdisciplinary team of au-
thors a joint analysis of the entire dataset with annotated training
sessions. Starting with the graph overview and then moving to the
timelines, we present specific insights that were gained and match
them with the initially elicited requirements.

Examining Patients. The scenario expects the leading doctor to
examine the patients, which implies looking at them. In even
numbered-session, both team members wore an eye-tracker, in odd-
numbered sessions only the leading doctor. However, it was surpris-
ing to discover zero gaze events at any patient in sessions T-07 and
T-09 (Fig. 4 bottom; R2c), which hints at recording issues. In the
remaining sessions, only one team (T-02) looked at every patient
(all pink-colored arcs are present in the outermost ring in Fig. 4
top-left). Among the other teams, some missed looking at many
patients (e.g., teams in T-06, T-08, and T-14 skipped at least three
patients (Fig. 4); R2c). Moreover, focusing on pink-colored arcs in
sub-nodes, we find that, in three sessions (T-04, T-06, and T-08), the
notetaking person looked at the majority of patients with a higher
frequency than the leading doctor (R2c). The behavior might in-
dicate that the notetaking person is unable to follow the expected
vocal instructions from the leading doctor, demanding the notetak-
ing person to frequently look at the patient for self-assessment.

Team Roles. As lead doctors decide the triage class, we assumed
them to have more speech events than notetaking persons, who doc-
ument the decisions. Almost all sessions matched this expectation,
except for training T-10 (similar width of yellow circles in node
T-10, as shown in Fig. 4B at the bottom right; R2b, R3c), where
both spoke similarly frequent. A notetaking person talking a lot
may indicate either a highly collaborative team sharing the roles
or conflicting roles. To check whether unexpected behavior might
have impacted the team’s results, we inspected the triage insecurity
ratio of the session, which also differed strongly from the optimum
(Fig. 4, insecurity ratio 13:19 in node T-10; R3c).

Re-classification of Patients. Based on previous observations, we
selected sessions T-02, T-08, and T-10 for comparison in the time-
line view. From the patient-ID tier, we can observe the examination
sequence. From Fig. 6, we read that, in training T-08, patient no. 7
was examined twice (R1c). First, the team made two triage deci-
sions (Fig. 6A); being maybe unsure about the classification, the
team revisited the patient and clarified the decision (Fig. 6B). A
similar re-examination occurred in training T-10 for patient no. 8
(Fig. 6C and the tooltip; R1c). A gap in the patient tier and frequent
speech event annotations after visiting the patient indicate that the
team might have discussed the case in more detail (R1b).

Ill-timed Documentation of Triage Decisions. We expected the
triage decisions to be documented at the end of examining a pa-
tient. However, this varied within sessions. For instance, in train-
ings T-02 and T-10, we saw no documentation of a decision for
an examined patient (Fig. 6C, D; R1b, R1c). Documentation may
have been missed or delayed by the notetaking person, requiring
the team to come back for re-examination (Fig. 6C). Similarly, we
observed that two triage decisions were made by the same team
while examining patient no. 13 (Fig. 3C; R1c). Due to an unusu-
ally increased number of speech events (R1b) by notetaking person
around these decisions (Fig. 3, NP-speech in T-10), we watched the
video playback at this timestep (R1a) and found that the notetak-
ing person said “too many red patients” before documenting the
decision. This statement was particularly interesting as it provides
a concrete indication of why this team might come back to previous
patients—they might be confused due to feeling pressured by not
having the correct categories in their earlier decisions.

Simultaneous Activities. Regarding simultaneous activities that
might influence the triage result, we searched for the pattern writing
intersected by walking for the notetaking person (Fig. 1D; R3c) be-
cause we expected difficulties performing these two tasks together.
It was found once in training T-02 and twice in training T-10. It oc-
curred after inspecting the first patient who did not receive a triage
decision in training T-02. In training T-10, this happened after the
triage decision for patient no. 13 (Fig. 3D). Therefore, this activity
combination might not influence the decision but concern the doc-
umentation of patient examination results. We concluded that the
notetaking person probably uses the time between patient cases to
document other medical properties. Furthermore, we observed that
the notetaking person exhibited a complex combination of activities
walking & writing four times in three training sessions, T-03, T-07,
and T-10 (Fig. 4D; R2a). These were later found in the timeline
visualization using the pattern search (Fig. 1D and Fig. 3D).

Unusual Collaboration Patterns. To investigate collaboration is-
sues, we inspected parallel activities that we expected to be hinder-
ing the collaboration (R2c, R2d, R3c), for instance, activities not
fitting the role or being difficult to perform in parallel. In training
T-09 (Fig. 4C), we found an occurrence of both team members ex-
amining the patient (examining & examining), although it is a task
exclusively assigned to the leading doctor (R2d). For such an in-
stance, it would be interesting to perform a qualitative single case
analysis and to explore how the team members jointly organize ex-
amining a patient, how the notetaking person takes this unusual
interactional role, and how team members reach a mutual decision.
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Figure 6: Snippets of the timeline view comparing the first five tiers of training T-02, T-08, and T-10. (A) and (B) display incidents of
re-examinations of patient no. 7, (C) shows a delayed triage decision at the same patient, and (D) an absent decision.

6. Expert Feedback

We evaluated our approach with two groups of experts. In a first
study with visualization experts, we investigated the quality of vi-
sual encodings. After adapting our system slightly with the feed-
back, we observed social interaction researchers, our target audi-
ence, using VisCoMET in a realistic analysis setting.

Participants and Interview Design. Five visualization experts
(V1–V5) participated. Two held a PhD (V1, V2) and had experi-
ence in visualization research for more than four years. From the
other three postgraduate students, V3 and V4 had worked for 3–4
years in the field, and V5 between 1–2 years. For the second study,
we recruited three social interaction graduate students (S1–S3) do-
ing social interaction research on average for 4,33 years (SD: 058);
they were familiar with the used triage training dataset. Regarding
their highest educational qualification, two stated to have a bach-
elor’s, while one indicated a master’s degree. All experts were re-
cruited from our close professional network, but did not contribute
to the development of the approach.

The studies were conducted in one-to-one remote interviews of
about 60 minutes each. For visualization experts, the system was
shared from the interviewer’s machine and remotely controlled by
the participants. Simulating the workflow of social interaction re-
searchers analyzing the data either individually or in pairs, we con-
ducted one interview with a single expert (S3) and another with
two experts collaborating (S1, S2); the system was shared and con-
trolled from the interviewer’s machine, while participants stated the
interactions to be performed by the interviewer.

For both expert groups, the interviewer presented a brief intro-
duction to the triage training process and explained the annotated
dataset. The visualization experts were asked to think-out-aloud
to record the first-impressions on the visual encoding. The explo-
ration was guided through questions in an online questionnaire us-
ing the graph and the timeline-based detail view. Then they were
asked specific questions about visual encoding that worked well
and weaknesses of the two views. Further, they should rate dif-
ferent features in the approach on a 7-point Likert scale. Lastly,
the experts could provide other scenarios where the presented vi-
sualization could be useful, as well as their estimation of the sys-

tem’s usability. Since we wanted to simulate the workflow of the
social interaction researchers, we did not impose any structure in
their analysis process during the interview. The interviewer fa-
cilitated exploratory analysis and answered clarification questions
when asked. Study artifacts of the visualization expert interviews,
the introductory presentation, questionnaire, the experts’ responses,
and transcripts of the social interaction expert interviews are sub-
mitted as supplementary material.

For the interviews with visualization experts, we used the dataset
of two annotated (T-01 and T-02) triage training sessions and
anonymized the corresponding videos. Since the social interaction
researchers had the required data permissions, we used fourteen an-
notated training sessions without needing to anonymize the videos.

Feedback of Visualization Experts. All experts agreed that the
timeline successfully displays the annotations, while enabling their
comparison and a detailed analysis of the team members’ inter-
actions. Experts said the event durations and their sequences are
shown well (V5), enabling the comparison of multiple sessions
(V2). All rated the usage of the icons representing activities to be
intuitive, and agreed that color-coding patients based on their triage
category supports comparison. In contrast, the gray color scale en-
coding importance of annotations received mixed feedback, with
two experts (V1, V2) either disagreed or slightly disagreed that it
supports differentiating between activities. Two experts (V2, V3)
expressed difficulty interacting with thin rectangles representing
short events. Two experts (V1, V5) suggested clearer highlight-
ing events by enlarging the corresponding rectangles. Experts men-
tioned that the pattern panel was difficult to understand (V2) and
too complicated for non-domain experts (V4).

In the graph overview, two experts (V2, V3) liked the encoding
in session nodes’ representing team’s activities, while three (V1,
V2, V3) appreciated the design of sub-nodes for encoding behavior
of each team member. The encoding of the attributes as segments
in different rings was positively emphasized (V5) as it aids com-
parison between team members (V1, V4). Additionally, V5 found
the design of the graph useful to encode pairwise session similar-
ities as edge thickness in the graph. Three experts (V1, V2, V5)
found the tooltips necessary to estimate the similarity. Two experts
(V1, V2) found the dense information encoding in a node unin-
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tuitive and difficult to remember. V1 further highlighted that the
circular design might also represent a time-varying attribute (clock
metaphor) and could therefore be confusing. V3 remarked that it is
difficult to remember the rings’ encodings due to the different num-
ber of rings representing activity of a team (two outermost rings in
session node) and a team member (three rings in sub-node).

Feedback of Social Interaction Experts. At first, the experts
had problems understanding the graph overview, overwhelmed by
information-rich encodings (S1) and deviating initial expectations
(S2). However, after an explanation and using the view, they appre-
ciated its features to compare training sessions and to “see what’s
exciting” in the dataset (S1). They stated that, while it displays
characteristics and might support the evaluation, it requires an un-
derstanding of the training sessions as it does not explain why the
cases are similar or different (S1, S2). S3 found the overview par-
ticularly useful at the beginning of the analysis to identify research
questions as it displays similar and different cases and emphasized
VisCoMET as time-saving. All assessed the graph overview to be
especially useful as it enables selections due to the made annota-
tions (S1), offers more insights and knowledge through statistical
values (S2), enables finding first impressions on what would be in-
teresting, and new analysis options through the systematic visual-
ization (S3). They finally confirmed the understandability and use-
fulness of the view: “Once it is explained to you, you can under-
stand it[...], despite the existing complexity” (S1); “The longer I
look at it, the more I can actually start to make comparisons” (S2).

During exploration, the experts used the rings and arcs within
the session nodes to compare team activities. S1 and S2 focused on
gaze events and noticed some unfilled arcs. They proposed to look
into the videos to understand if these are founded in missing data
or training situations (S1). Searching for different speech behavior
between teams, S3 identified T10 as training with balanced speech
events, T1 as similar, and T14 as the most different training for
comparison, using the speech arcs. Regarding the insecurity ratio,
S1 and S2 mentioned it can be influenced by many aspects, such as
a patient condition change during the training (S3, S2), the given
examination time per patient (S1), reassessments (S2), and unclar-
ity in the annotation process as events might not be clearly defined
(S1, S2). Thus they stated that the ratio can be off “when a scene
becomes too chaotic and the team has to react to the new events”
(S1) and might also “reflect the [...] speed of reaction” in a deci-
sion (S2). However, they concluded that it indicates the smoothness
of a team’s process (S2) and might hint at where to look (S1).

Compared to the graph overview, the timeline view did not
raise many initial questions, probably since it resembles the known
ELAN tool. Mostly its comparative features were emphasized by
the experts. They stated to easily perceive the time span and event
types of the annotations (S2), where a triage process accelerates and
the process was well done (S2), and compare the order of events
to recognize systematics in the annotations with the tool (S1). S1
liked jumping between re-classification events exploring when they
were annotated, while S3 emphasized the usage for searching for
relevant passages: “I find super interesting [... the] comparison and
picking out [...] sequences, which I [want to] look at deeper.”

The experts gained noteworthy insights with the timeline view.
For instance, S3 compared the speech behavior of the team mem-

bers within the pre-selected training session and noticed that the
notetaking person in training T-10 gets increasingly talkative, while
the leading doctor had mostly constant speech events. As no deci-
sion was made in such a talkative passage, the expert hypothesized
that they might discuss organizational topics, whereby holes in their
dialogue might be a third, not annotated person speaking. The video
embedding was found helpful, as it prevents searching for passages
through its linkage (S2). This procedure was often used to verify
hypotheses and understand passages identified as conspicuous (S1,
S2, S3). Searching for similar cases using an activity sequence,
where the notetaking person looked at the sheet and did not talk
while the leading doctor was engaged with the patient, was suc-
cessful in trainings T-1 and T-14. All researchers found repetitive
patient cases in their inspection of the training session. They dis-
cussed reasons that might lead to such repetitions, like reassess-
ments and the arrangement of cars, thus directing a team twice to
one vehicle when the team “couldn’t get to the other side properly,
or they couldn’t open the car from one side” (S3). However, the ex-
perts found repetitive patient cases interesting, as they could hint at
difficult patient cases when multiple teams show such conspicuity
(S1). S3 suggested using the alignment between different sessions
to investigate re-examinations at particular cars.

Overall, the social interaction experts proposed several use cases
of VisCoMET in their work. As a first analysis step, it could be used
to “revise the annotations” as it offers an overview of the annota-
tions (S1) to find weak points of annotation characteristics and be
able to redefine them (S2). Afterward, VisCoMET might support
collaborative data analysis when reasoning about uncertainties in
the annotation process (S2), or comparing similar and different se-
quences (S3). When doing a conversation analysis, S1 would use
it to find peculiarities in the data. Aside from enhancing current
analysis methods, S1 highlighted that, as it provides statistics and
comparison functionalities, case collections can be created. The ex-
pert suggested using the tool to find similar cases, analyze them,
and build a system from the gained insights: If you have already
annotated cases, you can actually recognize such systematics.

6.1. Limitations

Our two studies included a limited number of experts. However,
analyzing their responses already showed signs of repeating argu-
ments, which is a sign of saturation (i.e., that the limited number did
not affect the analysis results). The experts were recruited through
our professional network, which might have influenced them to re-
ply more positively to the study. We tried to compensate by specif-
ically asking them to highlight the limitations of the approach.

7. Discussion and Future Work

Based on concrete insights from the application example and expert
feedback, we discuss the approach along with ideas for future work.

Learning Curve. Despite some visualization experts were con-
cerned that the graph overview might be difficult to interpret, the
social interaction experts who used VisCoMET quickly familiar-
ized with and correctly read the visualization. We conclude that,
while the overview may initially seem overwhelming, the view
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becomes useful after short time, and the learning curve is gener-
ally moderate. Despite limitations to read the concrete values, the
glyphs act as visual fingerprints that allow fast recognition of simi-
larities and differences in trainings, as in Keim et al. [KO07].

Scalability. When larger data sets are used, the approach’s scala-
bility may become a limiting factor. Due to limited vertical space
and the amount of tiers to be displayed, the timeline visualization
is only designed to compare a few selected sessions (max. 4) at a
time. However, filtering the tiers or aggregated representation of
tiers would save space and allow comparing more sessions. Still,
the timeline does not enable reordering tiers, so users may have to
compare similar rows over a distance. However, a timeline repre-
sentation integrating multiple sessions is difficult to design as an
appropriate time mapping across sessions is challenging and might
depend on the specifics of the use case. In the graph view, typical
force-directed layouts will not easily scale beyond about 50 nodes.
In our case, this is further reduced to approximately 20 nodes be-
cause the nodes contain space-consuming details that would oth-
erwise get too small or nodes would overlap. Visualizing teams of
more than two persons as a session node is possible (potentially up
to five members). However, bigger teams would lead to the nodes
growing larger. Both challenges can be partly addressed by interac-
tive selection and filtering of attributes to be shown in the nodes.

Interactive Pattern Recommendation. When analyzing social
interactions, a major challenge is defining concrete constraints for
meaningful event sequences. To not exceed reasonable session du-
ration in our studies, we have not yet tested this empirically and
cannot comment on the specific performance of our pattern search.
However, displaying all existing patterns, even when focusing on
the most frequent ones, leads to a multitude of sequences, not all
representing meaningful social interactions. Hence, the approach
could benefit from interactive navigation of the discovered patterns,
e.g., through a node-link visualization in CoreFlow [LKD∗17].
However, automatic pattern search only finds a narrowly defined
set of patterns. Hence, our approach could be extended to include
user-defined ratings of patterns regarding their meaningfulness and
to making pattern recommendations based on these ratings.

Levels of Annotation. Since there already is an established and ef-
ficient process for annotating, the scope of this work has been set on
visualizing already annotated videos. Still, it might be worthwhile
in the future to extend the scope and support the annotation pro-
cess with multiple levels of annotation. For instance, a first rough
annotating pass might generate hypothesis and identify relevant re-
search questions, followed by one or multiple fine-grained analy-
ses regarding different aspects of social interactions. The approach
would then need to visually discern these annotation levels and,
ideally, support adapting and refining the annotations within the
system. This might result in a better visualization support through-
out different phases of a social interaction research project.

Insights and Analysis Tasks. The specific insights from the ap-
plication example and the expert feedback provide a clearer view
of relevant analysis tasks for VisCoMET and related approaches:
First, analyzing diverse and multimodal interactions, such as, be-
tween humans (e.g., conversation) or with the environment (e.g.,

triage sheet), to understand collaboration in a dynamic scenario.
Second, investigating the timing of performed actions in collabora-
tive decisions. The timing analysis looks into coordination within a
team (e.g., late documentation of a triage result), which might re-
veal insights on team performance (e.g., re-visiting patients due to
confusion). Third, comparing the member roles of different teams.
The analysis helps understand the differences in the coordination
strategies among different teams. For instance, notetaking persons
speaking more than others in some teams, although their task is
to document results. Insights into such differences could help the
teams undergoing training to improve their collaaboration strategy.

Generalizability. Our approach is customized to a specific triage
scenario and the workflow of the social interaction researchers. Al-
though it cannot be directly applied to analyze other collaborative
scenarios, various elements of our approach can be easily reused.
These might serve as a basis to develop a framework for visualizing
synchronous social interactions. Reusable concepts are the defini-
tion of tiers being assigned to different teams members, or tiers con-
taining specific annotation types. Furthermore, annotations should
be always linked to a video, while our pattern detection will work
analogously for other annotation types and tiers. Although the gen-
eral concept of a graph overview of sessions is reusable, the speci-
fication of session characteristics to be shown in the nodes and the
metric for calculating session similarities are scenario-dependent.

8. Conclusions

Teamwork in triage trainings is challenging to study as decisions
are made in a short time considering many factors, and the interac-
tions among the health professionals might relate to different, not
all explicitly expressed aspects. To understand these interactions,
analyzing the annotated videos requires comparison among par-
allel events within one session, as well as comparison across dif-
ferent teams and sessions. Our approach supports facilitating this
comparison, aside from making the annotated events of the ses-
sions efficiently readable. Its timeline view is designed to relate the
parallel events, align them with similar events in juxtaposed time-
lines of other sessions, and find patterns of interest effectively. The
graph-based overview complements this on a higher level of ab-
stractions, giving quick insights about the characteristics of each
session through using glyphs in its nodes, as well as similarities
among them. VisCoMET has been useful to find diverse collabora-
tive behaviors, anomalies, deviations in the teams’ performances,
and to identify related patterns. We found evidence that the system
can support social interaction research in several ways: To revise
made annotations, as visualization and comparison system in a col-
laborative data analysis session, and to identify case collections of
similar interaction cases. With this work, we have made a step to-
wards facilitating social interaction research to compare multiple
sessions efficiently instead of only analyzing single sessions.
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